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The spot Dollar rates in the Hong Kong foreign exchange
market for the period 2-JAN-1979 to 31-DEC-1981 were analysed
with weak form tests for efficiency of the market in reflect.ng
informations available. Serial Correlation and Variance-time
Analysis were applied to study time related dependence. Filter
Test and Runs Test were used to test non-time related lependence
of fiat ure rates on past and present rates. The results mostl
conform to the efficient Random 'balk model
T e spot and. for, selling and buying Dollar rates in a
leading bank for the period 20-A TG-1981 to 22-FEB-1982 were
analysed. to study handling efficiency, expos-are covering and
exchange speculation potential. Handling efficiency, studied a s
the mean ask-bid spread was not as good as New York Foreign
Exchange but was reasonabl Exchange exposure covering mas found
to be significant in reducing the range of possible loss (or
gain). Thus risk is reduced with covering. Covered bitrage gain
potential was found to be basically zero. No significant
potential was observed for speculation in forward contract which
was balanced later by another fo- ,lard contract of s offer
maturity.
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
As Hong Kong is progressing towards an international
financial centre in the 1980s q its foreign exchange market is
expected to play a more important role than before. Study of its
characteristics is therefore of interest to business/business
administration practitioner and academics.
Forein Fcchanze Market
The foreign exchange market is where foreign currency is
bought or sold. Trading may be spot (transacting on the same clay)
or forward (by entering into contract to transact an amount at
agreed rate on an agreed future date). Its functions might be




Businessmen buy and/or sell foreign currency in their
transactions with foreign counterparts. Table 1 shows some of
such uses.
Exposure Covering
As the exchange rates of currencies will vary according to
supply/demand forces and economic expectations (especially after
the dollar is allowed to float) q people doing business involving
foreign currencies are subject to loss (or gain) when their
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financial assets are converted from one currency to another.
Three types of exposure are identified:
(1) Translation Exposure
This is the change in book value of the assets or liabilities
of a firm.
(2) Transaction Limosure
This is the change in net amount receivable or payable in the
currency of final interest.
(3) Economic Expo sure
This is the possible long term financial loss or gain as a
result of exchange rate change (including loss in sales, etc.).
The first two kinds of exposure may be covered theoretically,
when cost of transactions are neglected, by balancing the
liability in foreign currency with assets in foreign currency of
equal amount. However the covering of one kind of exposure
usually means additional exposure of the other two kinds*
Etchange Speculation
Whilst speculation is not meant to be the proper function of
the foreign exchange market, people do speculate with the
objective of earning profits from buying low and selling high,
making use of the fluctuation in foreign exchange rates. The
speculation usually takes the following forms:
(1) Spot and Future Spot Uncovered Arbitrage
Speculator will buy (sell) now, if he thinks the future spot
rate will be higher (lower) and sell (buy) same amount in future
when the spot rate is agreeable.
(2) Covered Arbitrage
Speculator will buy (sell) spot and invest the amount obtained
in interest-yielding financial assets and sell (buy) forward with
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maturity date matching that of the financial asset. On the
maturity date, the financial asset is sold and amount used to
settle the forward contract. The resulting excess (deficit) is
the profit (loss). Strictly speaking, this is not speculation. It
is not feasible/profitable if market is efficient*
3 Forward and Future Speculation
The speculator anticipates the future spot rate to be
different from the forward rate and buys (or sells) the way he
thinks will be in his favour.
Sell in /Buying Forward Contracts of Different Maturity
The speculator buys (or sells) forward when he anticipates
the future rates of forward contract will be different from the
current rates. Or. some later date (before the maturity date) he
may sell (or buy) forward contracts of. shorter maturity t c
balance his holding. (wwihen the rates are agreeable).
Efficiency of a Market
The efficiency of a market can have the following meanings
1) Accord ng to what has been applied to the capital market,
(e.g. Fama (1970)), a market in which prices always 'fully
reflect' available information is called efficient. In an
efficient market, future price is independent of past and
existing prices. Fama identified three models:
(1) Ecpected Return 'Fair Game' Modell,
1 This is the general model of efficient market* In a fair
game situation, the mean of a series of excess market value
(difference between observed price at time period t+l ani
expected equilibrium price at time period t+l based on
information available at the preceding time period t) is zero (or
the mean of a series of the amount by which return at time period
t+l is different from the equilibrium expected return projected
at the preceding period t is zero).
4(2) Submart i ngal a Model 2, and
(3) Random Walk Model3
He also identified three decrees of test of efficiency:
(1) Weak form tests where information set is just historical
prices
(2) Semi-strong form tests where concern is whether prices
efficiently adjust to other information that is publicly
available and
(3) Strong form tests concerning whether given investors or
groups have monopolistic access to any information relevant
for price information.
2) The market efficiency in terms of handling efficiency and
risk, as studied by Hamilton (1979), is represented by the spread
between buy and sell. The more efficient the market, the lower is
the risk and handling cost and the smaller will be the spread.
3) In the study of efficiency of the U.S. treasury bill futures
market (Rendlemen and Carabini (1979)), the exi st ance of arbitrage
opportunity between future and spot markets is identified as an
indirect test of inefficiency in the market. An efficient market
is where no arbitrage opportunity exists.
2 This is a special case of the fair game model. When the
price sequence follows a submartingale with respect to the
information sequence, the expected value of the next period's
price as projected on the basis of information available at the
present period is equal to or greater than the present price. If
the prices always equal, the price sequence is said to follow a
martingale.
3 In this model y successive price changes are assuried to be
independent. In addition, it is usually assumed that successive
changes are identically distributed.
5Hong Kong Operation
In Hong Kong, foreign currency needed for international
business transi ctions is arraged though banks. Exchange of
small amount of cash foreign currency for tourist may be done at
some money exchanges. Large sums are always exchanged in banks.
Whilst everyone may buy at spot q forward contracts are limited to
firms. There is no open market for individuals to buy forward.
The rates are fixed by the traders of the commercial banks. For
forward contracts, depending on the credit status of the
customer, sometimes margin of a certain percentage of the
contracted amount is deposited with the bank until contract is
cleared. The balance amount is payable on the maturity date.
There is as yet no centralised foreign exchange market in Hong
Kong.
Objectives of Stud
Whilst the efficiency of the foreign exchange market in
other places have been subjected to serious study, (e. g. Burt y
Kaen and Booth (10.,77)y Cornell and Dietrich (10,78))q no similar
study had been made in Hong Kong. The present study aims at
providing a better picture of the Hong Kong situation as it is
progressing towards an international financial centre. The
following objectives are specifically set:
1) To evaluate the efficiency of the Hong Kong foreign exchange
market in terms of fully reflecting information available.
2) To test the handling efficiency of the market and identify
arbitrage opportunity.
3) To test the statistical significance of transactional exposure
covering.
4) To evaluate statistically the potential for speculation in
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foreirn exnhnnw .
5 ) T o identify potential directions for future research .
T he first two objectives will provide idea about how mature
is H ong K ong as an internationalfinancialmarket . T he third
objective will test the relative importance of exposure covering
job of a financial manager . T he fourth objective is to evaluate
the advisabilityof speculation. O nly the U . S . dollar / HK dollar
rate is used and only for a selectedperiod . A s there are many
other currencies and periods not brought under test y future
research potential exists , and the fifth objective is to locate
guidelines for future effort . T he next chapter will describe the
choice of data and formulationsu ed in the analysis . C hapter III
will provide the results of the analysis . C hapter IV discusses
the results and agenda for future research . T he paper will finish





To predict the performance of a foreign exchange market p
identification of relevant factors and assessment of such factors
are required. To get idea of the actual state of efficiency of a
foreign exchange market y an analysis of actual transactions made
is appropriate. Exposure covering significance and potential for
speculation could be evaluated by results of assumed/simulated
operation when rates are as actually observed.
Deciding the appropriate data, sources and method of sourcing
data, choice of tests and treatment of data all require
considerable effort. A search of related literature available wa
made (e.g. those in bibliography). Due to differences in emphasis
and conditions of research, only those tests and treatment of
data in the literature considered relevant are adopted and
described below.
Apart from relevance 9 the avai lablil ity of data and time are
important constraints in the overall design of this research:
Time
As a three credit-point course work in a part-time programme,
a business reasearch paper has indeed very limited time
availability. A balance must therefore be struck between using
data up to the most recent date and allowing sufficient time for
the analysis and writing up of the paper. Actually work was
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started about two months earlier, yet time was very tight in
completing the task.
Data
The exchange rate in actual transactions is used as the
most relevant data of past performance. The data consists of
daily closing (selling)4 spot US/HK dollar rate for the period
1-JAN-1979 to 31-DEC-1981 from Hong Kong Monthly Digest of
Statistics and daily closing forward selling and buying Dollar
rates at 1-month, 2-month, 3-month, 4-month, 5-month and 6-month
maturity from a leading commercial bank for the period
20-AUG-1981 to 22-FEB-1982. For the period 20-AUG-1981 onwards
the daily closing (buying) 5 spot rate is also available*
The three year data on spot rates were used to test market
efficiency in reflecting information. The forward rate data were
used in the evaluation of exposure covering and speculation
potential. The U.S. dollar rate is chosen for two reasons:
1) This is the most important foreign currency used in all
transactions and
2) Only U. S. dollar forward rates are available (even this s
only available as from 20-AUG-1981).
Tests Chosen and Formulation
The tests chosen are briefly described below, detail
formula/mathematical theory are shown in Appendix I.
Weak Form Tests of the Market Being
Efficient as Random Walk
4 From bank's point of view, or buying from customer's point
of view.
5 Buying from bank's point of view, or selling from
customer's point of view.
The Random Walk model was chosen. Only weak form tests will be
used (there is difficulty in obtaining relevant information for
the stronger form tests also as a first attempt, the basic image
to be obtained from weak form tests is sufficient)*
To test the independence of price changes, serial correlation
and variance-time function tests used by Poole (1967) were
adopted. These test the time dependence of the exchange rates. To
detect any non-time related dependence of future foreign exchange
rates on past and present rates,. a runs test and a filter rate
test were also conducted.
Serial Correlation
The series of ratio of closing spot rates in consecutive
transaction days dt (see Appendix I) was computed for each day.
The simple correlation of the two series (differ by one day),
dt and dt 1 was evaluated.
Variance-Time Function
As an extension of the serial correlation, a series of
logarithm of ratio of closing spot rates differ by a selected
interval (i days) dit (see Appendix I) were computed.
Variance for each series of non-overlapping differencing
intervals with i= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 109 30 and 60 days were
cal cul at e d.
Results were plotted on same diagram. A linear rise should
be observed if the series were serially independent.
Runs Test
The signs of, price changes were found and the number of each
kind of sign(+ or-) counted. The sequence of occurence of these
signs were evaluated for significance of non-randomness by
counting the actual number of run. A run is a series of changes
of same sign 6. A U-test was applied to the significance of the 10
hypothesis of zero difference between the number of runs observed
and the number of runs if the price change were ranom
Filter Rate Test
If people can generate profit by buying or selling according
to some mechanical rule (relation between present and past rates).
there is some dependence between the rates, but this may not be
time-related. Filter rate is one such rule. When the rate rises
by a selected amount q i.e. by the filter rate (say X percent)
from a trough, the speculator buys when the rate drops from a
peak by the filter rate, he sells the holding. The gain from
following such a rule was evaluated, using the data available, by
checking and performing transactions according to the rule, and
finding out the total change in currency held at the en:i of each
period. Filter rates of 0.1, 0.2, 0,4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8, 1 and 2
percent were tried. If trends did not exist, the gross returns
should be zero.
Handling Efficiency
The handling efficiency was evaluated by comparing the
observed buy-sell spread with that of New York Foreign Exchange.
In addition, significance of loss in covered arbitrage was
observed.
Significance of acposure Covering
The bigger the difference between the forward rate and the
spot rate on maturity date, the more important is exposure
covering. The statistical significance of the differences between
A series of+++--+- price changes represent four
runs. The first three+ one run, the next two- one run' the next
+ one run and the last- one run.
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the forward rate and the spot rate on maturity date, F, was
evaluated for all data available. The mean difference over the
dates observed was used as the indicator The calculation of F
is shown in Annendix I.
Speculation Potential
Uncovered speculation
This is tested by using the filter rate test described above.
Speculation of difference between
forward and. future spot rates
This i s directly evaluated from differences in the
respective rates, D. Calculation of D is shown in Appendix I.
Diffect of interest difference is neglected.
Coverect arbitrage
This is tested by evaluating the possible gain, G (see
Appendix I) Whose of 1-month, 2-month, 3-month, q-months 5-month
and 6-month for ward cunt tact s were cal culat ed.
Speculation in .orwarN contract
of different maturity days
This is checked calculating the gains of all combirat ions
available. Fo: simplicity of evaluation, only matched is
calculated, i.e. if 6-month forward is bought, either 5-month
forward of equal amount is sold one month after purchase or
4-month forward is sold t pro months after purchase, and so on,
Also, for simplicity the amount is assumed to be sold as one lot.
Possible combinations are shown in Table 3.
Thra1uation
Computation with the many data through the tests one by one
were impossible without the use of computer. Two programmes were
written: one for the evaluation of the efficiency of the market
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(cerial correlation, Variance-timo analysis, filter test and runs
test) and one for the exposure covering and speculation potential
eveluation.Simple algorithms were used(simply applicd the





Actual data used in analysis is shown in Appendix II. All
data are shown in the sequence of the working day on which the
rates occurred. On a few days the forward contracts of some
particular maturity had not been transacted so that the rates
were not available. To make analysis possible, these rates were
interpolated from rates of contracts of different maturity on
those days and rates on a preceding working day. As the number is
small, it is not expected to affect the results significantly.
These data are bracketed in the appendix.
Result
Results of analysing data available with tests described in
Chanter II are shown in Tables 3 to 13 and Figures 1 to 16.
Market as Random Walk
Serial Correlation
The result of serial correlation is shown in Table 3. The
result of checking these with significance of simple logarithmic
rate difference is shown in Table 4.
The correlation coefficients ranged between -4 to +17
percent significance level of correlation coefficients lied
between 0.2 to greater than 25 percent. Only for the period from
2-JAN-1980 onwards is the significance less than one percent. For
4 -4
the whol e p e r io d ( 2-JAN-1979 to  31- 4 D E C-l 981) ,  the  c o e f f i d e nt i n 
s i gnai f i c a n t  at the 10 p e r cent le v e l  not s ig n a ific a n t  at t he 5
pcT t ent  l ev e l .
The t - t e s t  value o f  s impl e di f f e r e nce o C logarithmie
di f f t erence bet ween ra te s  o f  cons e cu tiv e  days(d^ -  d  ^ i s  however 
s i gnif ic ant  f o r  al l  t est ed except th e p e r io d  o f  2 -Jan- 1 979
t o 3I - DEC-198O.
Va r i an c e - t im e Analymis
th e r e s u lt s  o f  var ia n c e - time ana ly s is  ap p li ed over s ix  
p e r i ods- ar e shown i n Ta b les 5a  t o  5 f . They are al s o i l l u s t rat ed 
in  Figur e s  t o  6 f or compari s on.
the peri o d of  2- J AN 1 980 t o  31-DEC-1980 and 2- JAN- 1981 
to 31 - DEC- 1981  a very gw d  l i near r e la t io n ahi p was ct i t i r ved 
between the ver i an ce  and t h e  in te r v a l .  For th e  o t h e r  p e r io d s  
fa i r ly  l i near n l at i onch ip  were observ ed b n iween i n te rv a ls  o f  1 
t o 30 days. The 60 days in te rv a l showed a l it t l e more away from 
l i n e a r  wil h th e other da ta . .
F il t er Test
The r esu lt s o f  f i l t e r  t e s t  with  varyi n g  f i l der rates over 
s i x per io d s ar e shown in  T ables 6a to  6 f . They  are al s o  
i l l u i tra te d  in  F i^ r e  7 t o Figu r e 12. The r e fe r ence  p e r f o rmance 
i f  h e ld  money s t i l l  is  shown in  ta b le  1 2. The compa r i son are a lso  
i l lu s t r a t e d i n Figure 7 to  12.
for  one year opera t i on , the years 1979 and 1980 almost a l l  
showed l o s ses when f i l t e r rul e was fo l lowed. The 1981 year shows ­
.  gai n with the l i U e r  ru le . ^Chs d u ring 1975 mnrel  f . om 0.1 to  
00. 6 percenU  Los. o ccu rred in  I 98O was u p  t o 0.4 per cent. Gain in 
1 981 ranged b i tween 0 .2  to  0 . 8 p ercent .
operat ions from 1979 to I98O showed  loss between 0 . 3
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to 1.3 percent. Operation from 1980 to 1981 showed gain of 0.2
to 4.3 percent.
For operation throughout the three year period, results
ranged from a negligible 0.1 percent loss to 1.1 percent gain.
Holding the money still either showed far more gain or far
more loss than when doing transactions, depending on whether the
final amount was all converted to Hong Kong dollar or US dollar.
The amount was about 1.6 percent in 1979, 2.0 percent in 1980 and
5.0 percent in 1981. Results for longer periods are algebraic sum
of those of component periods.
Runs Test
Result of Runs Test is shown in Table 7. U-test value ranged
from -0.8 to -0.54 and was very insignificant (higher than 82
percent).
Handling Efficiency
The mean ask-bid difference of Dollar rates during
20-AUG-1981 to 22-FEB-1982 was 0.34 percent. Table 13 shows the
comparison of this with typical values in other currencies in
Hong Kong and in the New York Foreign Exchange. Handling cost in
Hong Kong is much higher than those in New York Foreign Exchange
for the same currencies.
posure Covering/Speculation Potential
Significance of buying/ selling ahead
Results of comparison of actual difference in rates are
shown in Table 8a, (for buying case) and in Table 8b (for selling
case) respectively. They are compared in Figure 13.
For the period 20-AUG-1981 to 22-FEM-1982, the mean
difference between buying rates varied from -0.4 to -3.7 percent
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depending on the length of period between which rates were
compared. When the period of buying ahead was, or more than, two
months.the difference between the rates was statistically
significant. The chance of being wrong in rejecting the null
hypothesis of zero difference between the rates was smaller than
0.1 percent.
The case of selling rate Toras similar, rates differed by -0.3
to -3.8 percent. For all period not less than 2 months, there was
less than 0.1 percent probability that the difference was
actually zero but results obtained .may, by chance, be non-zero.
Speculation potential when difference
in interest rate is neglected
The results are shorn in Tables 9(a) and 9(b) and compared
in Figure 14.
For selling spot and buying forward, the mean rate
difference ranged from -0.1 to -4.5 percent. All were
statistically significant (smaller than 0.1 percent).
For buying spot and selling forward the mean rate difference
ranged from +0.27 to -3.0 percent. These were significant
statistically for period longer than 2 months (small than 0.2
vercent).
Due to limitation of data available, the case of period
longer than 6 months could not be shown.
Arbitrage Gain
The arbitrage gain with assumed average interest rate of 13
percent in United States and 11 percent in Hong Kong is shorn in
Table 10. Result is also illustrated in Figure 15.
With this assumed average interest rates, the mean gain of
covered arbitrage was virtually zero. All were below 0.1 percent
in absolute magnitude. Only the case of 1 month forward arbitrage
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was statistically different from zreo at the 5 percent level.
Forward contract Speculation
Results of pure speoulation in forward contraots are shown
in Table 11 and Figure 16.
Mean gain with speculation in contrats of different periods
of maturity for period studued ranged between -1.1 and 4.7
percent.The gain was statistioally significantly different from
zero at the 0.1 percent level.
CHAPTER IV
DI SCUSSIONS
Im plicat i o n and Explana t i on 
o f  Ob served Resul t s
To d e r i v e  u s e f u l / mean i ngful i n f o r m a t i on f r om t h e numer e n a l  
r e su l t s ,  i n t e r p r et a t i o n  mu s t  bo made f rom t h e  p r i n t  o f  fu l f i l l i n g  
th e o b j a c t i v e s  o f  rese a r e h and not  f r om e a ch i n d i v i d u a e t e s t  
a l o n e  d i s c u s s i o n s  b e l ov a r e  t h e r e f o r e o r i e n t ed to w ard  
o bj e c t i v e s t h a n  to w ard  t e s t s .  Num e r i ca l  v a l ue f r o m t h e
t e s t s , a l o n e ,  shoul d not  b e o v e r  emphas i s ed.  W h i ls t  t h e  ' a c c u r a c y ' 
o f  t h e  numb e r s shown i n  re s p e c t i v e  t a bl e s may b e down t o
0 .00 0 0 1, t h e  p r e p e r  emphas i s  sh o u l d b e t h e or d e r  o f  m a g n itu de  and 
t h e  r ang e / g e n e r a l  t r e n d  p r o p e r t y .  ■
Ka r k s e Ef f i c i ency  as  Ra ndom Wal k  
Re s u l t s  o f  t e s ts i n  t h i s r e g a r d ,  i n  t h e  s e qwen es o f  a n a l y s i s
are:
Se r i a l  Cor r e l a t i on
(the p e r i o d und e r  s t u d y ,  1980 was t h e onl y  s i n g le  year  
where  dat a  was s i g n i f i c ant l y  c o r r e l a t e d ° showi n g  t h e  i n f l uence o f  
ra t es on p r e c e di n g  dat e s  e v e r  the  r a t e s  of  s uc c e d i n g  da t e s * For 
■the othe r  two y e a r s t h e  market  coul d be co nsi d e r ed r andom and 
e f f i c i e n t  i n  r e f l e ct i n g  a l l  i n f o r m a t i o n s .  The c o r r e l a t i o n was 
s i gni f i c a n t  pt one p e r cent  l e v e l  f or  t h e t wo y e a r  p e r i o d  JAN-I98O 
t o  BEC-I 981 , due t o  t h e  a f f e c t  o f  1 980 . The y e a r  1 980 a c t ual l y  
ex p e r i enced t h e  b e g i n n i n g o f  to medi um t o  1ong  t e r m  t r e n d  i n  t h e
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rise of the U. S. dollar. Part of this was due to the influence of
U.S. government and reaction of investors to the actions taken by
the mevernment and thair expectation out of the preaidential
election in U.S. The Hong Kong market basically had to respond
to the general trend.
The fact that the simple rate difference between consecutive
days were significant as shown in Table 4 further supports the
hypothesis that the insignificance of serial correlation was not
due to too small variation range of the rates. On the whole, the
market could be taken as random and efficient even at the 5
percent level of significance.
Variance-time Analysis
The approximate linearity of the variance of rate changes
for lag intervals of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 30 and 60 working days
shown in Figures 1 to 6 tended t o support the hypothesis that the
series are independent. The consistency is especially good for
lags up to 10 days. The points with 30 and. 60 days lag seemed to
be more out of line with other data. One plausible reason could
be the existence of informations the effect of which were not
clear until one or two months later. Thus response of investors/
market on the day when information was first known was purely
psychological. In the immediate following days, when psychological
response calmed down, no continuing action was taken to reflect
the information in exchange rates. Action was withheld until some
Indication of effect appeared (one or two months later).
Cumulative result of response to such information created some
dependence of current rates on rates thirty to sixty days ago.
This however does not imply inefficiency of market in reflecting
informations available. Rather, taking the nature of information
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into account, this might merely mean investors/market were logical
in making response. Information with such influence might be
consilered to be only available when the effect was clear and
that rates changes were independent. Alternatively, the phenomena
might indicate partly identical distribution of price changes (in
the Random Walk sense) as rate changes after 30 to 60 days
displayed a pattern in being different from those of earlier days.
Filter Test
The first implication of results observed was that using
filter rule tend to reduce the range of loss or gain. As could be
seen in Figures 7 to 12, the percentage gain or loss were roughly
the same whet her finally currency should be converted to jrong
Kong dollars or U, S. dollars. trloreover the amount of gain or loss
was much smaller than the position of holding currencies still.
The effect of handling charge (taken as the mean spread between
buy and sell rates) reduces significantly the chance of obtaining
any gain with filter rates smaller than 0.4. Ho Vrever, even with
such filter rates the magnitude of uncertain loss is still
reduced. The fact that for the same filter rate, in different
periods, both gain and loss occurred meant there is no single
best filter rate. Thus mechanical trading rule does not guarantee
better performance. Though rates of return with filter rates
larger than two percent had not been calculated, results obtained
tend to indicate that the maximum profit from holding will be
larger than any trading rule. Hence market data indicated that
people who take advantage of knowledge in trading techniques need
not perform better than the average investor. Actually, in the
simulated tradings, starting with HK$50,000 and trading each time
fnr just TTSS100. the investor used up all his Hong Kong dollar
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before the period ended (i.e. in some intermediate transaction
days of period studied). Interest for any money borrowed for
further transactions was nogloctcd in the calculation. This meant
that the cost could be even higher and the possible gain even
less (or loss greater) than those calculated.
Runs Test
The sign and number of runs seemed to suggest a random walk
process. No significant variation from what expected of a random
situation was observed.
Handling Efficiency
The larger buying-selling spread in Hong Kong indicated a
higher handling cost in Hong Kong than in New York. This
reflected a comparatively lower handling efficiency in the. Hong
Kong foreign exchange market. However, the fact that loss in
covered arbitrage was less than 0.1 percent indicated that the
overall efficiency in Hong Kong was still reasonably high.
Exbcposure Covering
The result revealed that foreign exchange exposure was
significantly non-zero. The hypothesis of zero change had to be
rejected even at 0.1 percent level for most time-intervals
studied. Only for currency needed within one month was it
statistically acceptable as no change at the 2 percent level.
This means that transaction exposure covering is worthwhile. The
possible exposure amounted to a maximum of 3,8 percent for the
period and time lag studied.
Speculation Potential
Uncovered speculation
Result of the filter test showed that there was no
s i gni f i c a n t  po t e nt i a l  f o r  uncover ed sp e cu la t io n .
I n te r e st Dif fe r e n ces Exclu d ed.
When i nt e r e s t d i f f e rence was n eg le cted , t he spe c u la t i o n 
po t e n t i al was s i gni f i c a n t . For t h e p e r io d ard matur i t y o f  forward 
con tr act s  stu d ied , most ra te  di f f erence D cou ld not be consi d ered 
as z ero even at 0 .1  p ercent  s i g n i f i cance l e v e l . (A maximum rate  
CL±£de?en c<m o f  almc st 4 *5 p e r cent mr.;in ie ude was o b s e ^ d u) Die  to  
the way rate  di f f e r e n c s was cal cu l a t ed , the n eg ative di f f e r e n ces 
in  Tab le  f ( b ) represent gain and th e  max im a  p a s s ib le  gain  was 
about  3 . 0 p er ce n t . Thi s  am ou n to f gai e  woul d  net be  ph y s i c al l y 
p as s i b l e hecaus e  o f  in t e r e s t  di f f e r e nce act u a l l y  e x i ste d .  A 
max i mum rate  di f f erence o f  almost 4 . 5 p e r cent was ob served.
'  2
Ar b it r a s e gain
when i n terest  d if f e r ence wa s  ta ken i nto a ccount,  the gain 
from covered arb i t rage was p r a c t i c a l l y zero . Only th o se o f  one 
mouth con tra ct showed a si g n i f i cant di f f e r ence from z ero (at the 
0 . l  p e r c e nt ) . But then t h e  amount w as . l e s s  th en 0 . 1 percent  This 
sma l l  l o ss was par t l y due t o the handdling charge e f f e c t s The 
di f f er ence b e t ween s m a l l  i n t erest  rates and the mean ine e r est 
r a wes (13 percent  in U.S  ami H  per cent  in Ho n g  Kon)  whioh were 
used in  the c a l cLa t i ons had caus e d  s l i ght in accuracy in  the 
val ue o f  g a i n / l o ss .
Forward Contra ct Spec ula t ion
the f o rward contra c t  specula t i on showed a d e f in i te  
di f f er enc e f r e e 1 pe r c ent t o 5 per  cent. From the l o ss point o f  
view, specu lat ion seem ed not worthwhile• These l osses consi s te d 
o f  a sk -b id  spread plu s ra te  change e f f e ct . Any requ irement o f  
depo s i t  f o r  f orward con tra c ts by banks w il l  f urt her i ncrease the 
coat o f  specula t ion .
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Limitations
Whilst efforts had been spent in obtaining reliable data and
to make analysis prcperly. caution had to be exercised in using
the results.
Limitation of Data
Due to time limit, data used (especially those for exposure
and speculation evaluation) were not as adequate as desired.
Results from data of only six months period should be judged with
care. Actually some data had to be interpolated a.s mentioned in
Chapter III. Furthermore, the data were obtained from a single
bank and whatever efficiency observed may reflect only the
efficiency of that particular bank and not the efficiency of the
entire foreign exchange market in Hong Kong. Also y throughout the
analysis, only the closing transaction rates had been used
without regard to rates of all transactions and to the quantity
of each transaction, as data were practically impossible to
trace. Nevertheless, every effort had been made to present all
the facts available.
Limitation of Analysis
To facilitate the analysis, computer had been used. Even so,
the variations in too many variables were too costly or difficult
to handle and simplifications had to be made, such as using
average interest rates in the arbitrage gain evaluation, and
using the average ask-bid difference of 09002 HKS/USS as the
handling charge for filter test evaluation. For the forward
contract speculation, an average of twenty-five working days per
month was used. These simplifications definitely caused some
inaccuracy. But the amount of such inaccuracy should not affect
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the interpretation of general characteristics except for extreme
cases. Also the analysis could be improved by increasing the
number of trials. For example filter tests mad, incluie those with
rates of 3. 4. 5 and 6 percent.
In the speculation in forward contracts, the case of selling
forward and buying later to cover up with another contract of
shorter maturity could also be evaluated. A better idea about the
possibility of speculation could then be formed.
Comparison with Other Studies
Comnari ng with other studies carried out in other currencies
vis-a-vis the US dollar, the following difference or
non-difference may be noted:
Results obtained are in strong contrast to Poole's (1967)
results. Concerning correlation, where Poole found strong
evidence of correlation in the ten currency series he analysed,
the correlation estimate in the present paper was not
significantly non-zero. As for trading rule, while Poole (1967)
found that the annual return filter rules for four of ten
currencies exceeded 15 percent and the highest annual return with
filter rule far exceeded that of buy-and-hold, this study found
that the annual rate of return was less than 2.5 percent at the
maximum (4.2 percent for a two year period) and the maximum gain
from buy-and-hold was far greater than that from using filter
rule. One difference was that Poole (1067) did not take
transaction costs into account. With the greater number of
transaction when filter rule is used, the costs represent a
significant percentage.
Cornell and Dietrich (1978) studied the spot market for six
currencies during the March 1973 to September 1975 period. They
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too found none of the correlation estimate to be significantly
non-zero. Their returns with filter rule for the British pound,
Canadian (dol1ar and Japanese Yen were comparable to results of
this paper. (Return net of transaction cost were 1.9, 1.4 and 2.5
percent respectively for the three currencies.) They found the
return on Dutch guilder, German mark and Swiss franc exceeded 10
percent. They however cautioned such implication of market
inefficiency which were in contradiction to their correlation
result. Cornell and Dietrich (1978) also studied the application
of a moving average rule in addition to simple filter. The annual
rate of return they reported was not more than 2 percent higher
than those of simple filter in the same study. Application of
moving average rules to the data studied in this paper is thus
not likely to provide different evidence regarding market
efficiency.
Qualitative Considerations and Future Trend
To better evaluate consistency of result and project future
trend, it is necessary to consider fundamental, qualitative
factors influencing market efficiency, significance of exposure
coverin and exchange speculation potential.
Market Efficiency
The efficiency in reflecting information in market rates
depends on availability/ sources of information, routes and speed
of transmission of the information to trader/investors, the
understanding of such information by information recipients, and
the response characteristics (speed and extent) of the investors/
trders.
In Hong Kong general economic and political information
26(news) which affect exchange rates are reported in newspapers,
journals and through television/radio broadcasting. Specific
information such as daily closing spot rates are reported
similarly. Overall economic reviews are made periodically by some
leading banks and the government7, and occassionally by economic
institutions/publications. The general routes of information are
good. Source of current spot and forward rates are the foreign
exchange traders of banks. Due to the lack of centralised foreign
exchange market (e.g. New York Foreign F cchange), some
information may be localised and limited to certain people (say
related to a particular, bank). Figlewski (1978) in the study of
informational efficiency of a market with het erogenous
information mentioned a research which showed that when
information is costly to obtain, the market price will not
accurately reflect all available information. That may also be
true of foreign exchange market in Hong Kong. Data needed for
testing the advantage of some people. with more information over
the average investors is difficult to obtain. In recent years,
local distribution of information about exchange rates has been
improved (e.g. with broadcasting of exchange rates in New York by
television from data supplied by Sun Hung Kai Research Co.).
Information distribution is expected to improve further when the
Viewdata system is introduced. The efficiency however will be
further improved if a centralised exchange exists.
As for understanding of information, at present most rates
are negotiated through traders of banks and they are expected to
understand the information quite well and can reflect the
7 e. g. Hong Kong Economic Report of Hong Kong Bank, Monthly
Economic Letter of Citibank, Hang Seng Economic Quarterly of Hang
Seng Bank and the Economic Report of the Hong Kong Government.
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informationto rate fixing quickly . I f an open market is
established , customers may include speculators who do not have
adequate knowledge of economics or foreign exchange business
then the efficiencyof the market may be changed .
H andling E fficiency
T he ask - bid spread i as used as an indicationof handling
efficiency. D emsetz ( 1 9 6 8 ) in discussionf transactioncost in
stock exchange found the transaction cost decreased with increase
in trading activity . H e said , the result probably holds for
organized trading in commonditesand currencies also " . T he lower
volume of transactionin H ong K ong in comparisonwith the N ew
Y ork F oreign change hence explained partly the higher cost clue
to this scale effect . I n addition , the lack of centralisedmarket
meant market fragmentationand lower competition , resulting in
increased handling profit margin .
I f a centralisedmarket is formedin H ong K ong , the
transactioncost will decrease in these two aspects .
E xposureC overinz
T he basic concept behind exposure covering is to eliminate
risk or variationwith a known amount ( the forward deal ) s T his
study confirmed existance of significant difference between
future spot rate and forward . rate so that exposure covering is
advisable . T he rate difference would not be significantonly if
economic situations in both countries of the currencies remain
static or both change in same proportion and no relative change
occurs . S uch situationis unlikely in our world of change .
H olthausen( 1 9 7 9 ) presenteda model of hedgingfor a firm under
price uncertainty and showed that production decision should be
based on forward price and not price expected to prevail. With
development, the volume of transaction in foreign currencies in
i • ' • i. 0,%° n f 0 T.' ; o o r»g V n i r G 0 r~i X 00. rr
the benefitfacility of forward covering. Forward contract for
covering dealing is expected to increase in importance in the
. future.
Exchange Speculation
Exchange speculation in covered arbitrage or with filter
rule should only be feasible when inefficiency exists. The
absence of potential for speculation observed is hence consistent
with absence of inefficiency found with other tests. Speculation
with the technique of balancing a forward contract bought or sold
earlier with another forward contract sold or bought later is a
relatively new idea. This may become an outlet for speculators
who like to talis new risk or ,funt.
Further Research
With Hong Kong moving closer towards an international
finance centre, its foreign exchange market will definitely play
a more important role. A formal future market will definitely be
set up in the near future. The provision of more information of
the market characteristics will therefore be useful. Analysis
similar to what has been done in this paper could be applied to
future data. For the market efficiency test, the moving average
used by Cornell and Dietrich (1978) may be included. Many studies
on market efficiency (e.g. Burt, Kaln and Bootn (1977) and
Cornell and Dietrich (l978))also studied the distribution of
daily price changes. Such rate change distribution could also be
an item for future research. Leuthold (1972) used spectral
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analysis in his study of live cattle future market. Such spectral
analysis could also be applied to future market efficiency test.
This will be more powepful then the getiol correlation and nunc
analysis in coping with complicated price patterns and could
provide confidence limits. For the future contract, where data
used here were of six month duration, more reliable results could




For the period under review, tests from data available
indicated that the Hong Kong foreign exchange market for U.S.
dollars conform to Random Walk model and reflect information
efficiently. No significant time dependence was observed in
Serial Correlation or Variance-time Analysis. No significant
non-time dependence was observed in Filter Test or Runs Test.
However, filter rate trading rule helped to reduce the range
of gain or loss variations.
Handling efficiency in terms of transaction cost was not as
good as New York Foreign change.
cpo s ure covering was found to be relevant as rate
difference is non-zero at less than 0.1 percent significance
level.. The market ,however, ms also that no mean covered
arbitrage gain could be made. Speculation in forward contract,
which was balanced later by another forwrard contract of shorter
maturity, was significantly negative.
The characteristics of a formal open foreign exchange
market, likely to be established in the future, may differ from
what have been observed from exchange transactions of a single
bank. For that, further test on later data is necessary. Tests
involving forward contracts may be checked and improved by
further tests when more data are available. Speculation in
forward contract may be a new alternative for speculators. Further
evaluation of selling forward and later buying forward contract
31
of shorter maturity , or buying forward and selling later at
shorter maturity is also recommended.
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SPECULATION EVALUATION , INTEREST
DIFFRENCE EXCLUDED
P eriod: 2 0 - AUG- 1 9 8 1 - 2 2 - F ri - 1 9 8 2
: B uying S pot , S ell F orward
: S ell S pot , B uy F orward
1 . 0
M aturity of F orward C ontract ( months)
1 2 3 4 50
- 1 . O
- 2 . 0
- 3 . 0
- 4 .
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0 . 0 4
0 . 0 2
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MeanGin
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SPECULATIONOF OR , IARD CONTRACTS
L ength of H olding C ontract
0 1 2 3 4 5
- 1 . 0
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- 3 . 0
Gain
- 4 . 0
- 5 . 0











EXAMPLES OF NECESSITY FOR EXCHANGING
FOREIGN CURRENCY
S ources of O riginal
A pplications C urrency
1 . L ocal S ales1 . B uying foreign currency with local
2 . D ispositioncurrency, for : -
of locali ) paring bills of foreign suppliers
assetsii ) paying bills of other overseas
investmentexpenses
iii ) making overseas investment
1 . C ollecting2 . S elling foreign currencyfor
foreignlocal currency, for : -
billsi ) paying local employee
2 . D ispositionii ) paying local suppliers
of foreigniii ) paying other local expenses




COMBINATION OF FORWARD CONTRACT SPECULATION























RESULTS OF SERIAL CORRELATION
C orrelationt - value D egree of S ignificanceN o . P eriod
L evelF reedomC oefficient
( % )( 1 0 - 2 )
- 0 . 6 7 9 0 0 6- 3 . 9 7 0 4 5 2 5 . 02 9 21 2 - JAN- 1 9 7 9 -
3 1 - DEC- 1 9 7 9
0 .1 6 - 8 2 4 8 2 . 9 2 1 5 9 2 9 32 2 - JAN- 1 9 8 0 -
0 . 33 1 - DEG- 1 9 8 0
1 0 . 02 9 11 . 4 6 3 4 98 . 5 4 7 7 13 2 - JAN- l 9 8 1 -
3 1 - DEC- 1 9 8 1
2 5 . 00 . 7 8 0 1 1 3 5 8 83 . 2 1 5 4 74 2 - JAN- 1 9 7 9 -
3 1 - DEC- 1 9 8 0
0 . 91 0 . 9 3 5 4 5 8 72 . 6 6 5 4 32 - JAN- 1 9 8 0 -5
1 . 03 1 - DEC- 1 9 8 1
8 8 21 . 7 4 3 3 2 5 . 06 2 - JAN- 1 9 7 9 - 5 . 8 5 9 9 7
1 0 . 03 1 - DEC- 1 9 8 1
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TABLE 4
T-TEST ON DIFFERENCE OF LOG DIFFERENCE SERIES
(dt - dt-1)
Degree of Freedom Significancet-valueNo. Period
level(%)















RESULT OF VARIANCE-TIME SIMIES A.NALYSIS
(Period: 2-JAN-1979- 31-DEC-1979)













RESULT OF VARIANCE-TIME SERIES ANALYSIS
(Period: 2-JAN-1980- 31-DEC-1980













RESULT OF VARIANCE-TIME SERIES ANALYSIS
(Period: 2-JAN-1981- 31-DEC--1981)












RESULT OF VARIANCE-TIM SI RIES ANALYSIS
(Period: 2-JAN-1979- 31-DEC-1980)












RESULT OF VARIANCE-TIME SERIES ANALYSIS
(Period: 2-JAN-1980- 31-DEC-1981)













RESULT OF VARIANCE-TIME SERIES ANALYSIS
(Period: 2-JAN-1979- 31-DEC-1981)












RESULT OF FILTER TEST
Period 'l' (2-JAN-1979- 31-DEC-1979)
Percentage GainGainFilter Ending Amount
Rate
HK US$$US$HK$US$HK$





























Note: 1. Handling Charge 09002 HK$/ US$
2. Starting HK$50, 000 and USS10, 000
3. Each transaction US$100
TAPT.tt 6
PWCJTTTTP OP PTTrptrP TTPQ1
Po-o-i or? tot ( o_.tam_i oAn _ naAr





T!n in r-i 1 ay-i+. TiVi ni 1 on + SVi unl pvi+ Vi uq! ov
0.1 45496.9 10800 -407.09 -76.09 -0.411 -0.375
0.? AllQ7.7 11 POO -AS8.il -8A.A9 -0.A6P -0.APC
0.4 39346.3 12000 -413.72 -72.71 -0.417 -O.36I
0.5 37841.8 12300 -382.22 -65.41 -0.385 -0.325
0.6 36857.3 12500 -342.72 -56.95 -0.346 -0.28:
0.8 33382.7 13200 -233.30 -32.94 -0.235 -0.16
1.0 30844.3 13700 -211.70 -26.79 -0.213 -0.133
9.0 999Q1.7 1 RIOO -60 . 1 5.28 -0.061 +0.04i
Notes 1. Handling Charge 0.002 HK$ US$
2. Starting HK$50,000 and US$10,000
3 Each transaction US$100
TABLE 6 c
RESULT OP FILTER TEST
Period '3' (2-JAN-I98I - 3I-BEC-I981)
Filter Ending Amount Gain Percentage Gain
Rate
a:
HK$ US$ HK$ USJ HKS US?
Equivalent Equivalent Equivalent Equivalent
0.1 3893O.6 12000 270.59 54.58 0.267 0.277
0.2 35621.9 12600 363.89 73.09 O.359 0.371
0.4 28330.1 13900 443.11 91.58 0.438 O.464
0.5 21073.4 15200 557-39 116.24 0.551 O.589
0.6 I6O83.6 16100 670.59 139-30 0.662 0.706
0.8 10967.8 17000 657.8O 140.21 0.650 0.711
(+1)
1.0 5204.9 18000 564.89 127.40 0.558 0.646
TTil
2.0 -359.1 19000 670.91 149.55 0.663 O.758
Notes 1. Handling Charge 0.002 HK$ US$
2. Starting HK$50,000 and US$10,000
3. Each transaction US$1006
4» ( + l) - Out of Hong Kong Dollars at 212 th transaction
day.




RESULT OF FILTER TEST
Period' 4' (2-JAN-1979- 31-D.EC-1980
Percentage GainGainFilter Ending Amount
Rate
UsHUS$HK3US$UV$
























Note: 1. Handling Charge 0.002 HK$/ US.$
2. Starting HK$50,000 and USS10,000
3. Each transaction US$100
( % )
TABLE 6e
RESULT OP FILTER TEST
Period '5' (2-JAN-I98O - 3I-DEC-I981)
Filter Ending Amount Gain Percentage Gain
Rate
()
11X1 113 113 115
Equivalent Equivalent Equivalent Equivalent
0.1 35456.0 12600 198.00 43.94 0.200 0.218
0.2 30043.1 13600 46O.O8 93.51 O.464 O.465
0.4 18701.5 15700 1020.47 199.38 1.029 O.99I
0.5 9422.4 17400 1380.38 268.61 1.392 1.335
(+1)
0.6 3448.1 18500 1643.08 318.64 1.657 1-583
7+7
0.8 -6178.3 20300 2222.69 426.83 2.241 2.121
777
l.o -16030.1 22100 2576.89 495-41 2.598 2.461
7+1)
2.0 -348II.4 25700 4207.58 794.65 4.243 3.948
Notes 1. Handling Charge 0.002 HK$ US$
2» Starting HK$50000 and US$10,000
3 Each transaction US$100
4. ( + l): Out of Hong Kong Dollar at 504 th working day
(+2): Out of Hong Kong Dollar at 459 th working day
( + 3): Out of Hong Kong Dollar at 442 th working day
(+4)s Out of Hong Kong Dollar at 390 th working day
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TABLE 6f
RESULT OF FILTM TEST
Period '6' (2-JAN-1979- 31-DEC-1981
Percentage GainGainFilter Ending Amount
US$UVRat e T US$H3HKS














Note :1 Handl ing Charge 0.002 HK$/ US's
2-Starting HK350, 000 and US310, 000
3. mach transaction US3100




















8(a) Significance of Buying Rate Difference
Period of Mean Rate Difference t - test Decree Significance
Buying Amount (10 ) (-] of Level (°h
Ahead TiVAflHnm
(month
1 -2.5972 -0.448 -1.47468 125 5.0
? .c
2 -11.3733 -2.047 -4.31109 100 0.
3 - 20 . 4448 - 3.525 -8.0 3346 7 5 0.:
4 -21.2686 -3.667 -21.18020 50 0.:
5 -7.4154 -1.279 -13.oS990 25 0.]
I
6(b) Sign! ficance of Selling Rate Difference
Period of Mean Rate Difference t - test Jegre e 3i mi fi • ar ce
Selling Amo 'nr.t ( 10 P f aual (
Aii e ad
(month)
Tre e do m
1 -1.8722 -0.323 -0.88494 125 25.0
2 -11.7946 -2.034 -4.03713 100 0.1
-20. 3961 -3.517 -6.38436 75 6 0.1
-21.9392 -3.783 -9.86377 30 ' 0.1
5 -6.1303 -1.066 -10 . 220 3C 25 0.1




HK$ USJ taken as base
TABLE 9
SPECULATION EVALUATION (EXCLUDING INTEREST DIFFERENCE)
9(a) Selling Spot, Buying Forward




Amount(10 i () of Level ($)
Freedoi
l -6.0099 -0.104 -3.17398 125 '0.1
2 -15.4183 -2.658 -5.29781 100 0.1
3 -24.2737 -4.185 -8.06753 75 0.1
4 -25.8569 -4.458 -11.47270 50 0.1
5 -9.7616 -1.683 -16.97990 25 0.1





Mean Difference t - test Decree Siernificance
Amount(10 i M of Level (%)
PVeedom
1 1.5405 0.266 0.77271 125 25.0
2 -8.2500 -1.422 -3.02232 100 0.2
3 -16.5671 -2.856 -6.57974 75 0.1
4 -17.3510 -2.992 -18.78330 50 0.1
5 -3.8346 -0.661 -6.69145 25 0.1
Notes 1. Period (20-AUG-1981 - 22-FEB-I982)
2. () s







Mean Ga: t - test Decree Significance
Amount(10 oL ( r -p T.etrol (°L
KV oorl n rr
i -0.419 -0.072 -3.4777 150 0.1
2 -0.235 -0.041 -1.90999 15c
5.'
in 1
3 -0.083 -0.014 -0.65263 150 25.c
4 0.035 0.006 0.26645 150 25.0
5 0.163 0.029 1.24212 150
10.0
o q. n
6 0.246 0.042 1.75015 150
5.0
Notes Period (20-AUG-1981 - 22-FEB-1982)
58C
100 HK$ US$ taken as Base
TABLE 11
FORWARD CONTRACTS SPECULATION
Maturity Length Maturity Mean-Gain t—value Decree Sinifio-
of of of Rate of anoi






2 1 1 -6.6068 -1.14 -3.5102 125 0.1
1 2 -6.4663 -1.11 -3.4704 125 0.
? 1 -IS.8486 -2.73 -S.S667 100 0.
L
1 3 -6.3703 -1.10 -3.4583 125 0.
2 2 -15.5654 -2.68 -5.5890 100 0.
3 1 -24.6935 -4.26 -8.4273 75 0.
5
1 A -6.S6OO -1.13-3.6A53 IPS 0.
? 3 -IS.681? -2.73 -S.7?66 100 0.
3 2 -24.8389 -4.28 -8.6823 75 0.
4 1 -26.7030 -4.60 -11.9360 50 0.
6
1 S -6.5897 -1.14-3.5442 125 0.
2 A -16.0600 -2.77 —S.9099 100 0.1
3 3 -25.2093 -4.35 -8.9451 75 0.1
I 2 -26.988? -A.65 -12.2120 SO 0.1
9 1 -10.RR38 -1.8? -10.6981 25 6 0.1
Note: 1. Period (20 Aug 1981 - 22 Pel 1982)
98 f
100
HO US taken as base rate.
T AISLE 12
REFERENCE GAINLOSS IF HELD




HK$ US$ HK$ US$ HK$ USi
Enlli val fint. Hrmi val
2-JAN-1979- 50,000 10,000 1,590.00 -333.85 1.626 -1.635
31-DEC-1979
2-JAN-I98O- 50,000 10,000 2,030.00 -399.98 2.047 -I.987
31-DEC-198C
2-JAN-1981- 50,000 10,000 5,450.00 -930.83 5.383 -4.721
31-DSC-1981
2-JAN-1979- 50,000 10,000 3,390.00 -686.87 3.348 -3«36f
31-DEC-1980
2-JAN-1980- 50,000 10,000 7,530.00 -1,340.26 7.593 -6.659
31-DBC-1981
-2-JAN-I979- 50,000 10,000 8,890.00 -1,627.15 9.089 -7.971
31-DEC-1981
TABLE 13
COMPARISON OP EXCHANGE HANDLING EFFICIENCY
Place Currency Ask-hid Soread Roma r»lr
9





Hong Kong USS HK$ 0.34
Typical on
1Q-APR-lOft'
Hong Kong £ HKS O.98
Typical on
1Q— APR—1 QRP
Hong Kong ¥ HK3 0. AP
Typical on
! Q— APR—1 QRP




















1 • i • e •
SELLING RATS - BUYING RATE
SELLING RATS + BUYING RATE
t P
2. From a typical leading hank
3. From South China Morning Post of quote ex
Deak Perera Far East Ltd.
4» From television broadcast of data ex
Sun Hung Kai Research Co.
APPENDIX :
MATHEMATICAL THEORY FORMULA USEI
1. Random Walk Tes'
(i) Serial Correlatio
1. d, =s log r, - log r, -j , where r, is the t-tl
observation of the exchange rate series.
2. d. = log r. - log r .
5, • flnrpl a+,i nn Mpffi ni pnt o f fcwn p=? t n.nd v fta.nh of n
element is v =
d. Significance of correlation coefficient may he tested
with t-test with t = p ~ TArV)Ar»o -p = n— 9 i ci
decree of freedom.
fil) Variance-time Series
1. d = log r, - log r+ . , where r, is defined as in!_ X X X X X
c?o-n-i 1 r.nrrpl p+ i nrt
?. Variance of c
•
num'hp-p of nhfiwation in series.
3. c
I. T-P the series are inderendent. variance of d
variance of log
S. If the series are similarly distributed, variance of
each term is the same; hence variance of d1+ = variance
of variance of
log rt-p variance of (log rt_? - log rt_) =
variance of (log 1°S rt
6. Hence variance of d;1 = i limes variance of d1+ .
(iii) Runs Test
1. For samples with n symbol of one type (+, say) and np
symbol of another type (-, say), the mean number of run
2. The standard deviation of number of run
3. For U-test of significance, Z
•%
— where Z is
normally distributed with zero mean and standard
r? p vi at ion = 0 .
(iv) Filter Test
1. For each transaction buying U.S. dollar, Increase in
g
U.S. dollar - A and Decrease in HK dollar = r o A
s
where r is the buying spot rate.
2. For each transaction selling U.S. dollar, Decrease in
s
U.S. dollar = A and Increase in HK dollar - • A
s
s
where r is the selling spot rate.
_ , B , s „ B s .
3. Difference between r and r , C = r - r , is
s s s s
considered the handling charges.
4. Customer buys U.S. dollar whenever rate rises so that
g
where T is the recent trough of r »
5. Customer sells U.S. dollar whenever rate drops so that
B
where P is the recent peak of r •
6. A 100 was used in test.
7. Cain = Final Amount - Initial Amount. (When both final
and initial amounts are converted to H.K. dollar, the
Gain is termed HK dollar Equivalent Gain, When both
amounts are convert ed to US dollars, the Gain is
termed US dollar Equivalent Gain.)
P. Si .pan fi aarioe of Ehrosure Coveri nn
1. For buvinn. F D where r is spot rate of buying
on maturity date and is forward rate of buying
2. For selling, F -
2
where is spot rate of selling
on maturity date and is forward rate of selling.
3 Test on Speculation Potential
fi TPmT,r:a r»rl p n r rta+P TH ffprpnSP
1 For selling snot and buying forward, D
where r is spot rate of selling on maturity date and
A r -Pr -r»o + P VmitH T
9. T?nr» hiiiH rifr prm spI 1 i rr? . T) = {
B S
'where r „ is snot rate of buying and r™D is forward
rate of sellinn.
(ii) Covered Arbitrage
1. For buying foreign currency, gain,
where i_ is interestTv
rate of foreign currency deposit, i is interest rate
T
of local currency deposit, r is spot buying rate and
s
is forward selling rate
FOR
2. Conversely for selling foreign exchange, gain is
where rS is spotr+ -k-
mil inrr +. o a n rJ r 1.Q pn Vf] hllVl TIP PRt .
(iii) Forward Contract Speculation
74
1. Gain rsf(i-l)(j+l) rBfib where rBfij is the forward
buying rate of i days maturity contract on the jth day
days maturity contract on the (j+1)th day.
and
APPENDIX 11(a)


















































































































































































5 0 6. 9
510.2
5 0 8 . 7
























































































































































































































































































59 3 . 3
594.1






































































596.5 589.5 589 588 585
583.5 580.5 573 569 569
565 561 569 571 568
565 564 564.2 571 568.5
568.5 568 568 567.5 566
565.5 566.7 561.5 566.5 566.5
563.5 561 561.8 560 559.5
560 558.3 559 562.5 564.5
565.5 568.5 564.5 566 566.5
568.5 568 569 568 568
568.5 569.5 570.5 571.5 569
APPENDIX TT(
Spot Braying Rates (HKjlOOUSj
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Forward Buying Rata (HK$lOOUS$)
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'' 537 . 4 )
!a a )
( 59 4 , 2 )
( 587.4)
Maturity 1 month










































61) 0 . 9
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5 9 1 .6
583 . 8
Maturity 2 month
Forward Buying Rate (HK$lOOUS$]























(5 o 7.65 )























57 0 . 8
568 . 6
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5 8 6 . 8
3 7 0 . 7
59 0 . 8
592 . 8




















37 I , 6
• .' O '. V) .
3 7 3 . 7
59 3 . 3
38 7
•• i » 7. ) . ) %
3 ci 4 . t)
5 7 t . 4
787.35
596





















37 4 . 2
3 8 0 . 3
5 8 3
3 8 7 . 2
3 8 7 . 4
5 8 8
3 7 4 . 2
•« f •»A
Maturity 2 month
Forward Selling Rate (HK$lOOUS$)
(2O-AUG-I58I - 22-F2S-198?)

























































58 0 . 3





5 9 1 . 7
598 . 1
w. ) i C!%.! v J 1 .f J
6 10. 9
6 11. 6
60 2 . 5
598 . 2
6 0 I





















37 0 . 1 -




6 1 2 . 5
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5 6 3
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5 3 1 . 3
53 3 . 9
334 . 1
337 . 7























































3 3 6 . 8
533 . 7
5 3 4





































57 0 . 2
57 4 . 2












56 5 . 8
5 6 4.5
5 5 9 . 6
sJ O L. 1 »
5 cj 5 . 3











57 0 . 9






5 97 . 6
8 0 2.3
6 0 1 .5
58 9 . 1
579 . 3
Zi 6 0 . 4
5 6 5.2
563 . 3
5 6 6 , 3
5 6 2.2













59 1 . 7
5 9 0 . 7
57 . 2
5 7 6




6 0 1 .5
6 0 0 .4
5 3 9 . 2
572 . 1
569 . 1
5 6 6 . 4
563 . 1










5 7 9 . 3



















5 6 5. 1
5 5 9 . 6
561 . 4
5 8 3.2
wT 4 ' k-, 'JJ
cr -7 cvJ « U
5 8 8 . 9
574 . 5
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56 3 . 8
583 . 7
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5 6 8 . 4
5 7 1 . 3
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577 . 8
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